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(patent pending)
50 needles

(= ~2,5 hours playing time)

For everything to work, please read at least the
EXPRESS INSTRUCTIONS:

1) ALL parts of the tone arm must move smoothly!
2) Sound box should weigh BELOW 150 grams (more in info below)
3) Berlin  er   system:   The S.G. needle must be clamped flat parallel to the sound box so that the tip fits flat into the 
grooves (material thickness of the tip corresponds to the width of the groove). Edison system: turned 90 degrees (uphill 
and downhill grooves).
4) After tightening, check the position of the needle, as it can easily twist!
5) Let the turntable start up and reach speed 78 u.p.m..
Now put the needle on very slowly and carefully!
6) Regular record cleaning is important! See info below.

TROUBLESHOOTING:

• Record does not reach 78 u.p.m.  Disc probably already more worn and or dirty (  in the grooves).→ →
Clean the disc according to the method explained below to get the steel needle dirt (brakes!) out of the grooves so that
the needle can slide.
• Sound a little quiet  records were recorded at different volumes at the time of each recording. If needle wear allows →
(see info below), shorten needle tip bluntly with scissors max. 50%.
• Sound becomes unclean towards the end of the record side  Depending on the state of preservation of the record, →
the S.G.N. wears faster or slower. The lighter the sound box the better. You can achieve a reduction in the weight resting 
on the record with spiral springs between the tone arm elements.  Mount a lighter sound box if possible.→
• Needle slips on the record  1) Align the gramophone horizontally (  orientate to the turntable!). 2) Some records → →
have rounded grooved surfaces (above), probably due to already worn press matrices during manufacture, so that the 
needle loses its grip (in my collection of 400 records this affects ~5 records from the 1920s).
• Examine the tone arm to see if there is too much bearing play in the main bearing and the arm joints. Light play is very 
important, but loose bearing play is also bad.
• The angle of inclination of the sound box with the needle clamped  → View: Frontal = R outside starting groove, view R 
to L to center pin, should be only slightly inclined from a right angle sound box to the disc surface. 
• The sound box should be mounted & positioned so that the needle tip comes onto the centring pin, or as close as 
possible ( ~ ). The angle from the disc surface to the needle should be flat (a flat angle, trailing the direction of rotation, 
reduces wear). The usual angle is 45 to 60 degrees.

Interesting facts and information:

• As a gramophone beginner, I noticed back in 2004 that there was always black dust on the tip of the needle after one 
play of a record side. After a closer look it turned out that this was caused by the shellac record, as the wear of the steel
needle tip is too small for this (max. ONLY 0 to 0.025mm of the tip length!).
• The typical gramophone steel needle is usually made of silver steel, a tool steel with high hardness.
• Unfortunately, the manufacturers at that time failed to explain to their customers WHY one MUST/should ALWAYS 
change the steel needle after one side of the record:
• A needle starts at the outer diameter of a record at a wide radius and at a certain angle.
Note that the tone arm with the sound box and the needle describes a RADIUS movement towards the centre of the 
turntable.
During play, the needle is ALWAYS being ground in the groove.
Notice that at the end of the record side the needle is ground in at a smaller radius and angle than at the beginning!
Now, if you put another used steel needle at the beginning of a record, you have what I as a watchmaker call a lathe....
The needle becomes a chisel!
• PLEASE avoid Tung(sten)-style (Tungsten), multiple permanent needles!
They are the WORST thing you can do to a record! 
• Normal gramophone needles are conical, i.e. pointed.



In order to deliver a clean sound, they have to be very hard, as the cone means that the diameter of the point quickly 
exceeds 0.1 mm.
The typical wear margin of a normal needle is therefore ONLY 0 to 0.025mm!
The S.G.N. has a tip which, similar to a mechanical pencil mines, always has the same material thickness as the discs 
groove (~0.1mm).
Due to the 1.5mm wear reserve, it is now possible for the first time to use a softer material.
• The record wear with the S.G.N. is therefore mathematically at least ~40 (max. 60) times less than with a typical 
gramophone steel needle!
• For best sound results, always change the S.G.N. after each side of the record. The S.G.N. should be changed after a 
record has been played all the way through.
The S.G.N. should still have a very small tip reserve after one side of the record has been played all the way through! 
This depends on how much the record is already worn and how much the sound box weighs.

RECORD CLEANING:
(Attention: ONLY applicable for REAL 78   r.p.m.     shellac   records!).

Get the steel dirt out of the grooves!
I use WD40 (please always shake well before) and clean cotton wool.
Put a kitchen paper under the disc to protect it from scratches.
Spray the WD40 ONLY on the cotton wool piece. ALWAYS keep the label dry!
Clean the grooves with the cotton piece, moving from the inside to the outside, against the direction of play.
Wet the surface generously with WD40.
Play a disc with a S.G.N. wet (WD40). Then rub the plate ~dry with a new piece of cotton.
Repeat this up to 3 times. Usually the playback noise will be noticeably less.
Now dry the record several times with fresh kitchen paper or similar until the record surface is dry.
A small film of oil remains in the grooves and provides a light lubrication.
When the disc side is dry (practice!) enough, you can also put the plates in paper sleeves.
WD40 consists of ~diesel with a little ~sewing machine oil. In contrast to sewing machine oil, it has only slight (beware!) 
permanent lubricating properties, as ~90% of it evaporates (diesel/petroleum). It should be regarded as a cleaner.
You can get the plate+groove 100% dry with lighter fuel on a cotton piece.
• You can also use it (petrol) to brush out turntable felt (wool, textile, etc.) very well (~chemical/dry cleaning).
Wet the felt until everything is swimming in petrol. Brush out the felt.
Due to the higher wear of the plastic tip of the S.G.N., you should brush out the grooves with a dry cotton wool piece 
at least after every played record side.
• After ~5 played record sides at the latest, the record in question should be cleaned again (wet, WD40) as described 
here.
• NOTE:  A record has the least wear if it is always played wet with WD40 and the S.G.N..
However, this might be a bit laborious for most users. Therefore my recommendation as described above.
• Attention. Water dissolves shellac (!) and wool (plate felt) reacts sensitively to water!
• (Lighter) petrol is a (+/- generally !) gentle cleaning agent. Spirit and soapwater (both dissolve shellac!) are much more 
aggressive.

If you have any questions, please contact me!
It is better to ask once more than to be annoyed once too much!

The special gramophone needle requires some habituation in handling.  H.Q. gramophone listening.→
 Attention:  This is a product for intelligent people who strive for high quality! (= effort!)

PLEASE watch my Youtube videos (links on my website) on record cleaning and the S.G.needle!
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